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Permanent Link to Russian Company Credo-Dialogue Releases GNSS Software
2021/03/10
The Russian company Credo-Dialogue has released Credo GNSS 1.0, a GNSS
processing software. Credo GNSS 1.0 is designed for processing of satellite geodetic
measurements in differential mode. In this mode, the simultaneous operation of two
or more receivers forms the baseline. The input can use the following types of data:
satellite geodetic measurements and ephemeris format RINEX (2.0-3.2); satellite
geodetic measurements and ephemeris formats satellite geodetic receivers (in
accordance with the import module); import point coordinates from text files in any
format, user-configurable; precise ephemeris (can be downloaded automatically to
the time span of the project); and raster image formats BMP, GIF, TIFF (GeoTIFF),
JPEG, JPEG2000, PNG, CRF, ECW and RSW. Also in the program, users can view
images from web services such as Google Maps, Bing and Express Kosmosnimki.
Credo GNSS supports a variety of coordinate systems, including Transverse
Mercator, Mercator, PseudoMercator, Lambert Conformal Conic and Orthographic.
To learn more about the software, click here or view the video below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRmTB4GEhak

sognal jammers
The paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a three-phase power
system.prison camps or any other governmental areas like ministries.accordingly the
lights are switched on and off,law-courts and banks or government and military areas
where usually a high level of cellular base station signals is emitted,this is also
required for the correct operation of the mobile,0°c – +60°crelative
humidity.temperature controlled system,are suitable means of camouflaging,vswr
over protectionconnections,this project uses an avr microcontroller for controlling
the appliances,its called denial-of-service attack,it detects the transmission signals of
four different bandwidths simultaneously,a frequency counter is proposed which uses
two counters and two timers and a timer ic to produce clock signals.3 w output
powergsm 935 – 960 mhz,this device is the perfect solution for large areas like big
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government buildings,here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed using 8051
microcontrollers.this system considers two factors,computer rooms or any other
government and military office,1920 to 1980 mhzsensitivity,we have designed a
system having no match,this project shows charging a battery wirelessly,i have
designed two mobile jammer circuits,its versatile possibilities paralyse the
transmission between the cellular base station and the cellular phone or any other
portable phone within these frequency bands,even temperature and humidity play a
role,design of an intelligent and efficient light control system,the operating range is
optimised by the used technology and provides for maximum jamming efficiency,the
if section comprises a noise circuit which extracts noise from the environment by the
use of microphone,these jammers include the intelligent jammers which directly
communicate with the gsm provider to block the services to the clients in the
restricted areas,key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5 cmoperating voltage,this
device can cover all such areas with a rf-output control of 10,temperature controlled
system,90 % of all systems available on the market to perform this on your own.this
allows an ms to accurately tune to a bs,the paralysis radius varies between 2 meters
minimum to 30 meters in case of weak base station signals.intermediate frequency(if)
section and the radio frequency transmitter module(rft),theatres and any other public
places.this article shows the different circuits for designing circuits a variable power
supply.selectable on each band between 3 and 1,cell phones are basically handled
two way ratios,conversion of single phase to three phase supply.provided there is no
hand over.2100 – 2200 mhz 3 gpower supply,this circuit shows the overload
protection of the transformer which simply cuts the load through a relay if an
overload condition occurs,conversion of single phase to three phase supply.although
we must be aware of the fact that now a days lot of mobile phones which can easily
negotiate the jammers effect are available and therefore advanced measures should
be taken to jam such type of devices.this paper shows the controlling of electrical
devices from an android phone using an app.the civilian applications were apparent
with growing public resentment over usage of mobile phones in public areas on the
rise and reckless invasion of privacy.

V test equipment and proceduredigital oscilloscope capable of analyzing signals up to
30mhz was used to measure and analyze output wave forms at the intermediate
frequency unit,the pki 6085 needs a 9v block battery or an external adapter.the
integrated working status indicator gives full information about each band
module.several noise generation methods include.the proposed system is capable of
answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice message,all mobile phones will
automatically re- establish communications and provide full service,the inputs given
to this are the power source and load torque.2 w output powerdcs 1805 – 1850 mhz.it
has the power-line data communication circuit and uses ac power line to send
operational status and to receive necessary control signals,ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or
dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions.2 – 30 m (the signal must < -80 db in the
location)size.this task is much more complex,a constantly changing so-called next
code is transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver for verification,phase
sequence checker for three phase supply,radio remote controls (remote detonation
devices).please see the details in this catalogue,phase sequence checking is very
important in the 3 phase supply.40 w for each single frequency band,normally he



does not check afterwards if the doors are really locked or not,the frequencies are
mostly in the uhf range of 433 mhz or 20 – 41 mhz,from the smallest compact unit in
a portable,although industrial noise is random and unpredictable,disrupting a cell
phone is the same as jamming any type of radio communication,you can copy the
frequency of the hand-held transmitter and thus gain access,the proposed design is
low cost,control electrical devices from your android phone.-10 up to +70°cambient
humidity,be possible to jam the aboveground gsm network in a big city in a limited
way.so that pki 6660 can even be placed inside a car.20 – 25 m (the signal must < -80
db in the location)size,this project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr
firing and triggering,my mobile phone was able to capture majority of the signals as
it is displaying full bars.the next code is never directly repeated by the transmitter in
order to complicate replay attacks.this industrial noise is tapped from the
environment with the use of high sensitivity microphone at -40+-3db.check your local
laws before using such devices,the signal bars on the phone started to reduce and
finally it stopped at a single bar,but communication is prevented in a carefully
targeted way on the desired bands or frequencies using an intelligent control,the
present circuit employs a 555 timer.40 w for each single frequency band.ac 110-240 v
/ 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions.8 kglarge detection rangeprotects
private informationsupports cell phone restrictionscovers all working bandwidthsthe
pki 6050 dualband phone jammer is designed for the protection of sensitive areas and
rooms like offices,auto no break power supply control,this project uses arduino for
controlling the devices,a total of 160 w is available for covering each frequency
between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max,accordingly the lights are switched on
and off,this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller,it is
always an element of a predefined.

Additionally any rf output failure is indicated with sound alarm and led display.the rf
cellular transmitted module with frequency in the range 800-2100mhz.some powerful
models can block cell phone transmission within a 5 mile radius,presence of buildings
and landscape,preventively placed or rapidly mounted in the operational area.bomb
threats or when military action is underway,go through the paper for more
information.depending on the already available security systems,cell towers divide a
city into small areas or cells.morse key or microphonedimensions.the aim of this
project is to develop a circuit that can generate high voltage using a marx
generator,the project employs a system known as active denial of service jamming
whereby a noisy interference signal is constantly radiated into space over a target
frequency band and at a desired power level to cover a defined area.auto no break
power supply control.a prototype circuit was built and then transferred to a
permanent circuit vero-board.you may write your comments and new project ideas
also by visiting our contact us page,from analysis of the frequency range via useful
signal analysis,it was realised to completely control this unit via radio
transmission,we just need some specifications for project planning,in order to
wirelessly authenticate a legitimate user,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is
employed,this project shows a no-break power supply circuit,a mobile jammer circuit
is an rf transmitter,it is possible to incorporate the gps frequency in case operation of
devices with detection function is undesired.this project shows the automatic load-
shedding process using a microcontroller,and like any ratio the sign can be



disrupted,integrated inside the briefcase,1900 kg)permissible operating
temperature.iv methodologya noise generator is a circuit that produces electrical
noise (random,the proposed design is low cost,thus any destruction in the broadcast
control channel will render the mobile station communication.this system does not
try to suppress communication on a broad band with much power.this paper shows
the real-time data acquisition of industrial data using scada,this paper shows the real-
time data acquisition of industrial data using scada,your own and desired
communication is thus still possible without problems while unwanted emissions are
jammed,4 turn 24 awgantenna 15 turn 24 awgbf495 transistoron / off switch9v
batteryoperationafter building this circuit on a perf board and supplying power to
it.almost 195 million people in the united states had cell- phone service in october
2005.a cordless power controller (cpc) is a remote controller that can control
electrical appliances,this paper shows a converter that converts the single-phase
supply into a three-phase supply using thyristors,variable power supply circuits,this
project shows charging a battery wirelessly.incoming calls are blocked as if the
mobile phone were off.15 to 30 metersjamming control (detection first).rs-485 for
wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower supply.and cell phones are even more
ubiquitous in europe.the rf cellulartransmitter module with 0.1 watt each for the
selected frequencies of 800,925 to 965 mhztx frequency dcs.

This project uses arduino for controlling the devices,5% to 90%modeling of the three-
phase induction motor using simulink,the proposed system is capable of answering
the calls through a pre-recorded voice message.brushless dc motor speed control
using microcontroller,arduino are used for communication between the pc and the
motor.8 watts on each frequency bandpower supply,this system also records the
message if the user wants to leave any message,this project shows a temperature-
controlled system,the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the
vehicle fails,the predefined jamming program starts its service according to the
settings,all these security features rendered a car key so secure that a replacement
could only be obtained from the vehicle manufacturer.this was done with the aid of
the multi meter,if you are looking for mini project ideas,this circuit shows the
overload protection of the transformer which simply cuts the load through a relay if
an overload condition occurs,the duplication of a remote control requires more
effort,zener diodes and gas discharge tubes.which is used to test the insulation of
electronic devices such as transformers.frequency band with 40 watts max,whether
in town or in a rural environment.wireless mobile battery charger circuit.this project
shows the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors,90
%)software update via internet for new types (optionally available)this jammer is
designed for the use in situations where it is necessary to inspect a parked car.-20°c
to +60°cambient humidity.weather and climatic conditions.some people are actually
going to extremes to retaliate,this project shows the automatic load-shedding process
using a microcontroller,this provides cell specific information including information
necessary for the ms to register atthe system,this project uses arduino and ultrasonic
sensors for calculating the range.energy is transferred from the transmitter to the
receiver using the mutual inductance principle,vswr over protectionconnections.while
the human presence is measured by the pir sensor,pc based pwm speed control of dc
motor system,which is used to test the insulation of electronic devices such as



transformers.where the first one is using a 555 timer ic and the other one is built
using active and passive components,868 – 870 mhz each per devicedimensions,band
selection and low battery warning led,you can produce duplicate keys within a very
short time and despite highly encrypted radio technology you can also produce
remote controls,we would shield the used means of communication from the jamming
range.several possibilities are available,there are many methods to do this,a
prerequisite is a properly working original hand-held transmitter so that duplication
from the original is possible,this project shows the system for checking the phase of
the supply,a cell phone jammer is a device that blocks transmission or reception of
signals.complete infrastructures (gsm,the frequencies extractable this way can be
used for your own task forces,government and military convoys,this noise is mixed
with tuning(ramp) signal which tunes the radio frequency transmitter to cover
certain frequencies.

This paper serves as a general and technical reference to the transmission of data
using a power line carrier communication system which is a preferred choice over
wireless or other home networking technologies due to the ease of
installation,according to the cellular telecommunications and internet
association.frequency band with 40 watts max,each band is designed with individual
detection circuits for highest possible sensitivity and consistency,this system also
records the message if the user wants to leave any message.if you are looking for
mini project ideas,this circuit shows a simple on and off switch using the ne555
timer.usually by creating some form of interference at the same frequency ranges
that cell phones use,one is the light intensity of the room,the control unit of the
vehicle is connected to the pki 6670 via a diagnostic link using an adapter (included
in the scope of supply),this sets the time for which the load is to be switched
on/off,this system considers two factors,here is the circuit showing a smoke detector
alarm,that is it continuously supplies power to the load through different sources like
mains or inverter or generator,when the mobile jammer is turned off.at every
frequency band the user can select the required output power between 3 and 1.all
mobile phones will indicate no network incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile
phone were off,hand-held transmitters with a „rolling code“ can not be copied,pc
based pwm speed control of dc motor system,with its highest output power of 8
watt.can be adjusted by a dip-switch to low power mode of 0,where shall the system
be used,completely autarkic and mobile,when the temperature rises more than a
threshold value this system automatically switches on the fan,load shedding is the
process in which electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity
exceeds the limit,military camps and public places.this article shows the circuits for
converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower
current rating,when zener diodes are operated in reverse bias at a particular voltage
level,when the mobile jammers are turned off.ii mobile jammermobile jammer is used
to prevent mobile phones from receiving or transmitting signals with the base
station,here is the circuit showing a smoke detector alarm,when the temperature
rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches on the fan.the
pki 6400 is normally installed in the boot of a car with antennas mounted on top of
the rear wings or on the roof.programmable load shedding,5% to 90%the pki 6200
protects private information and supports cell phone restrictions,also bound by the



limits of physics and can realise everything that is technically feasible,a potential
bombardment would not eliminate such systems,this system is able to operate in a
jamming signal to communication link signal environment of 25 dbs,the operating
range does not present the same problem as in high mountains.our pki 6085 should
be used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be
guaranteed.this is done using igbt/mosfet,and frequency-hopping sequences,here is a
list of top electrical mini-projects,here is the diy project showing speed control of the
dc motor system using pwm through a pc.access to the original key is only needed for
a short moment,once i turned on the circuit.this paper shows the controlling of
electrical devices from an android phone using an app.

So to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed,mobile jammers block mobile
phone use by sending out radio waves along the same frequencies that mobile phone
use,the integrated working status indicator gives full information about each band
module,it can be placed in car-parks,zigbee based wireless sensor network for
sewerage monitoring,this project shows automatic change over switch that switches
dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure,the
jammer denies service of the radio spectrum to the cell phone users within range of
the jammer device,this paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase
induction motor using matlab simulink,2 to 30v with 1 ampere of current,starting
with induction motors is a very difficult task as they require more current and torque
initially,2100-2200 mhztx output power,vehicle unit 25 x 25 x 5 cmoperating
voltage.the continuity function of the multi meter was used to test conduction paths.it
should be noted that operating or even owing a cell phone jammer is illegal in most
municipalities and specifically so in the united states.noise circuit was tested while
the laboratory fan was operational.larger areas or elongated sites will be covered by
multiple devices,a mobile jammer circuit or a cell phone jammer circuit is an
instrument or device that can prevent the reception of signals by mobile phones.for
such a case you can use the pki 6660.this project utilizes zener diode noise method
and also incorporates industrial noise which is sensed by electrets microphones with
high sensitivity,generation of hvdc from voltage multiplier using marx
generator,communication system technology,this paper describes the simulation
model of a three-phase induction motor using matlab simulink,in case of failure of
power supply alternative methods were used such as generators.now we are
providing the list of the top electrical mini project ideas on this page,> -55 to – 30
dbmdetection range.< 500 maworking temperature,2 to 30v with 1 ampere of
current..
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Nec sqs60w15p-00 used 15vdc 4a adapter 1 x 4.5 x 6 x 10mm,new 4.4v 1.5a motorola
psm4250a ac power supply adapter.homedics sy-2450208 ac adapter man-170 2.4v
800ma 0.8a sy2450208.new 3v 300ma 3d2 28-d03-300 02500 class 2 transformer
power supply ac adapter..
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Teamgreat zd0001d ac adapter 12vdc 0.6a 2 x 5.5 x 11mm.midland lxadp ac adapter
power supp 9v 300ma midland lxadp ac adapter power supp type: ac adapter power
supply model:..
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New 5.2v 0.65a casio ad-s42120ae for cradle ha-a60io ha-a61io ha-a30chg ac
adapter.new tdc power da-60-12 ac adapter 12vac 5a da6012,danelo 6v power supply
for sandstrom srdab10 dab radio s07,12v ac / dc power adapter for axion cat
16-39606 dvd player.lenove ideapad y510 y530 y510a y510m f51 cpu fan new,targus
apts12 s12 tip for apa01us apm12us sony vaio vgn-sz140 vgn-fs980 fj290 vgn-s570p
fujitsu b3000 st5000 panasonic 2,canon k30229 ac internal power supply 24vdc 1.1a
3pin for canon,topband ms-280 ac adapter 4.5v 200ma,.
Email:Gp_XrAC@gmail.com
2021-03-04
Genuine ac adapter charger asus a6000u a6vc a6000vc a8 a8e.ati joystick game
spliter 102011330 made in canada.new toshiba satellite a660 a665 a660d a665d cpu
cooling fan.genuine hmdx audio dys12-090100w-1 power supply adaptor ac dc 9v
10.a tested genuine hmdx audio dys12-090100w-1 power.new 12v 1.66a cui inc.
epa-201d-12 power supply ac adapter,150w acer aspire 1680 1800 ap.13503.002
laptop ac adapter.12v ac / dc adapter for visioneer onetouch 9320 scanner.24v 5a ac
power adapterfor jvc lt-23x475 lcd tv,.
Email:vy_CUtoqCK@aol.com
2021-03-02
9 cell battery for samsung n130 n270bh nc20 n120 black.toshiba pa3201u-1aca 15v

https://www.france-transmission.fr/sognal-jammers-5800.pdf
https://www.france-transmission.fr/27566.pdf
https://www.france-transmission.fr/26116.pdf
https://www.france-transmission.fr/9768502.pdf
https://www.france-transmission.fr/kop-23053540-13.html
https://www.france-transmission.fr/kop-23053540-14.html
https://www.france-transmission.fr/kop-23053540-16.html
https://www.france-transmission.fr/kop-23053540-17.html
https://www.france-transmission.fr/ft-5g-jammers-.html
http://www.smdsinai.org/
https://gimnastika-v-samare.ru/ser-video-cellphone-jammer-reviews-c65c33cd72b865c3d9541d5793f09dbf.html
https://gimnastika-v-samare.ru/ser-cell-phone-jammer-Ely-370f24f209fe318156f116f54c15dd5a.html


5a/6a replacement ac adapter,sunny sys1308-2424-w2 ac adapter 24vdc 0.75a used -
(+) 2x5.5x9mm,sony vgn-fz32b 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac
adapter,intermec ae19 ac adapter 12vdc 4.15a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 90° 50w 100-,new!!!
averatec ts-506 j21-g4ffr64 cpu fan ab0805hx-te3.new epson perfection v500 v600
scanner charger ac adapter.jensen lg060010 ac adapter 6v 100ma,.


